
La Crosse Municipal Boat Harbor
COW 10.08.13

History-1977:
1. Leased to La Crosse Municipal Boat Harbor, Inc. (LMBH) on December 8, 1977

for 25 years, renewable for an additional 25 years at Lessee's option.
2. Initial rent was $2,400 adjusted by CPI every 5 years.
3. Current operator of LMBH is Mr. Steve Mills.

History - 2002:
1. May 2002, LMBH sent notice of intent to renew lease foradditional 25 years.
2. June 2002, Board of Public Works (BPW) recommended that it be placed on City

Council agenda due to defaults in lease.
3. July 2002, BPW and Harbor Commission discussed ongoing defaults with LMBH,

including rent and utility defaults, condition of property, and need to clean up site
and remove abandoned property and debris.

4. July 13, 2002, BPW sent letter to LMBH for assurances that debris would be
cleaned up, that LMBH would allowstorage onlyon leased premises and not City
property, among other things.

5. August 2002, LMBH agreed and City Council approved lease addendum giving
LMBH 90 days to correct violations.

6. LMBH refused to sign addendum and stated it was in the process of selling the
marina.

7. September 2002, LMBH was again noticed about debris, refuse and abandoned
items on the site.

8. October 2002, LMBH attorney sends letter denying liability and claims that LMBH
already cleaned up the harbor.

9. When City notified LMBH that all items on City property would be considered
abandoned and disposed of, the items were moved back over to LMBH leased
premises.

10. Between 2002 to 2008, The City has regularly met with LMBH to work on the
clean-up of the site and removal of abandoned and non-useable items. LMBH
either promises to clean up the site or denies control over the property.

History-2008:
1. Summer 2008, City Council introduces resolution to terminate the LMBH lease

due to default in rent.

2. LMBH tells City that he is trying to sell the marina.
3. City decided to withdraw resolution due to the pending sale, provided that LMBH

stays current in its bills and that it works with City to clean up the debris and
abandoned items.

4. Mayor Johnsrud turns enforcement of lease over to Municipal Prosecutor's office.
























